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From the Editor

SCBWI Tokyo held a full range of

monthly events in winter and spring

2006, including a luncheon presentation

for librarians, a demonstration of

k a m i s h i b a i, a publisher talk, a manu-

script/illustration exchange and dinner, a

talk by Caldecott Medalist Allen Say, and

a networking night for authors and illus-

trators. Volunteers have made these

monthly events possible; word has spread

about SCBWI Tokyo, and membership is

steadily growing. We hope editors and

publishers from abroad will take note and

include us in future itineraries. 

Several members attended the major

SCBWI New York conference in

February, and one member and I traveled

to Bologna, Italy, in March for the

SCBWI Before Bologna Conference and

Bologna Children’s Book Fair and

Illustrator’s Exhibition. The New York

Conference features multiple sessions by

major writers, illustrators, agents, editors

and publishers in a variety of genres, and

the smaller Before Bologna Conference is

an opportunity to focus on craft with

authors and illustrators from around the

world. Attending this year’s conference

were members from Albania, Lebanon,

Israel, Spain, England, France, Germany,

Australia, Sweden, Switzerland, Italy,

Cyprus, the U.S, Taiwan and Japan. The

five-day Bologna Book Fair is a huge

event with publishers from all over the

globe—a great opportunity to see new

books from myriad cultures and speak

with editors and publishers...when they

aren’t busy with rights deals. Japan was

well represented at this year’s Illustrator’s

Exhibition, and SCBWI Tokyo is encour-

aging all illustrator members to begin

preparations toward submitting to the

2007 exhibition. 

This issue of Carp Tales includes an

interview with Aomori-born illustrator

Toshiki Sawada and an article about the

collaborative project that Sawada and

Maine illustrator Scott Nash have under-

taken. Also featured is a piece on being a

librarian in an international school,

thoughts on finding Japan in a U.S. book

store, our first of a series of features on

children’s bookstores throughout Japan,

event wrap-ups and more. Like SCBWI

Tokyo, Carp Tales is growing, and with

this issue we introduce a new design,

courtesy of Eiko Nishida. Visit

www.cooltiger.net to see more of her work.

Until the next Carp Tales issue, wishing

you much productivity,

— Holly Thompson

Editor Holly Thompson • Contributing Editor John Shelley • Design Eiko Nishida • Logo Design Naomi Kojima
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I llustrator, writer and musician Toshiki Sawada is well

known in Japanese publishing for his picture books

created in an earthy, folk-craft style, often with subject

matters connected with Africa. His own stories include

H o r o z u k i — T s u k i n i Natta Ookii Obaasan (The Big Old

Woman who Became the Moon Iwasaki Shoten 2001) and

Africa no Oto (Sounds of Africa, Kodansha 1996), while

he’s also illustrated a string of titles for other authors. One

of his most recent books is Chikyu no Ue De (Above the

Earth), published in 2005 by Kyoiku Gageki. Recently he

was chosen to join American artist Scott Nash in a co-pro-

duction picture book to celebrate the sister states of Maine

in the U.S. and Sawada’s birthplace prefecture of Aomori.

SCBWI Tokyo’s Illustrator Coordinator John Shelley inter-

viewed him at his current home in Tokyo before he flew off

to the U.S. to work on the book.

Can you tell us a little about your childhood? 
What was it that made you want to be an art i s t ?
My brother, seven years older than me, was keen on art,

and I was also a great fan of folk singer-songwriters, so I

wanted to grow up to be an artist of some kind, or other

creative person.

Was there a particular dra w i n g / b o o k / i l l u s t rator that yo u
remember being part i c u l a rly affected by when you we re 
a child?
Rather more than picture books I was inspired by artwork

on record jackets, such as illustrations by Nobuhiko Yabuki

(art director & illustrator for New Music Magazine 1969-

1975) and Paul Davis (U.S. illustrator especially known for

his album and magazine covers of the ’60s and ’70s). I was

also fond of Henri Rousseau and the rich colors of impres-

sionist paintings.

What people have inspired you both as an illustrator and as 

a person?

All the people I’ve met through their art have inspired me,

particularly the works of Ken Katayama (surrealist illustra-

tor) and Isamu Akino (artist), these are my heroes. Overseas

my favorite artist would be Ets (Marie Hall Ets, U.S.

author/illustrator). After I became involved in picture books

I read Ochiho Hiroi (The Gleaners) and E h o n - r o n ( P i c t u r e

Book Theory) by Teiji Seta (prolific translator), which

taught me a great deal.

What kinds of things prompt a new idea for one of yo u r
own books?
Initially ideas come from a variety of events and things I

like, but often in many cases they all end up as a collection

of loose thoughts that don’t go anywhere. In all cases, I

start by just moving my hand and let it guide me.

Are you conscious of your audience when you are deve l o p-
ing your books?
When I draw pictures I want the viewer to feel lots of

impressions from my artwork. 

Which of your books presented the biggest challenge to
c reate? W h y ?
The salmon book I’m working on at the moment! It’s espe-

cially a challenge to draw a school of salmon, but I don’t

dislike challenges.

Your work has an international folk art feel. Do yo u
spend a lot of time re s e a rching your books? Tra veling the
w o rld etc?

Featured Illustrator: Toshiki Sawada
by John Shelley

© Youshi Itakawa
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I’m very interested in folk art from various parts of the

world. Sometimes I’ve set off traveling intending to pursue

music and so on, but from which art work has developed.

When I thought it necessary I’ve also traveled to Africa for

my picture books. I hold in great importance the sensations

resulting from my own direct experiences. In addition I’ll

research whatever is necessary.

You play a variety of African drums and are invo l ve d
with live music perf o rmances. How does your interest in
music interact with your illustration work ?
Since I began playing the African drum my time spent con-

centrating on drawing has increased, that is to say I’m able

to spend more time and concentration on something I want

to express. Sudden inspiration is important I think, but I

also spend a lot of time practicing, just like playing an

instrument to be a better musician.

In your opinion what are the essential ingredients to
make a good book?
Even now I don’t really understand myself! But I think the

crucial thing is the story’s construction and the harmony of

the illustrations.

What is the best thing about being an illustra t o r ?
Because I love making pictures the best thing is experienc-

ing the joy of completing

artwork every time. Also

being able to communicate

with many people through

illustration. 

What are the differe n c e s
b e t ween illustrating a
book you have written
and a book someone else
has written?
As far as the actual illustra-

tion is concerned there’s no

real difference. However with works written by other peo-

ple you have to understand their world, to use their idea as

a basis to launch your own vision. In that way the process

can be different. 

Could you share with us some thoughts re g a rding the col-

l a b o ration book with Scott Nash? 
I’m very grateful to the officials from the State of Maine

and Scott Nash for choosing me as the collaboration artist.

The fact that the differing styles and characteristics of Scott

and myself have been

brought together through

this exchange, to create this

picture book, I think will be

a great thing for the chil-

dren of the two countries.

What materials and
p rocesses do you use to
make your illustra t i o n s ?
Mainly I use acrylic paint

on watercolor paper.

Brushes are Japanese m e n s o-

f u d e (fine tipped for line

work) and saishokufude

(broad tipped for painting)

etc. but I also use other

materials occasionally. 

Which of your books is
your own favo r i t e ?
Africa no Oto (Sounds 

of Africa)

What advice would you give to aspiring illustra t o r s ?
I’m not sure whether this is going to be useful advice or

not. The word illustration originally meant to enlighten

things which are difficult to see. You need technique to

express various feelings and emotions in pictures. If you

practice a lot you can master these techniques, but you

must have the sensitivity to express your feelings, enjoy

many experiences, and use the things you’ve learned in

your work. Also to develop your work not as a style of illus-

tration but as your own style as an individual.

Originally  from the UK, John Shelley has been a resident of

Japan since 1987. He’s illustrated over 30 children’s books for

both western and Japanese publishers, and is the illustrator

coordinator and Assistant Regional Advisor for SCBWI Tokyo.

He currently lives in Yokohama. Visit his website at

http://jshelley.com. ✑

Sudden
inspiration 
is important,
but I also
spend a lot
of time 
practicing,
just like
playing an
instrument
to be a better
musician.

Chikyu no Ue De (Above the Earth)
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The Maine-Aomori Sisters
by Nancy Gibson-Nash and Scott Nash

In the eleventh year of the Maine-Aomori Sister-State

relationship, a thirteen member delegation led by First

Lady Karen Baldacci visited Aomori, Japan as part of

the pattern of alternative exchange between the two states.

The November 2005 visit focused on education and critical

exchanges, with the centerpiece exploration of a proposed

Maine-Aomori children’s book.

A former kindergarten teacher, First Lady Karen

Baldacci had presented the idea of a sister-state picture

book to Maine illustrator Scott Nash. Scott’s book,

Saturday Night at The Dinosaur Stomp had just been select-

ed by the literacy organization Read With Me to be sent to

all first graders in Maine. While packaging the 18,000

books, Baldacci and Nash had dreamed up a plan to bring

children of the two countries together through a picture

book. Scott had been thrilled with the idea but immediate-

ly suggested a “deeper” exchange—working collaboratively

with a Japanese illustrator. Rapidly, the Maine Sister-State

Advisory Council, members of the Japan-America Society

in Maine and The Maine Arts Commission became

involved, helping to locate an illustrator from Aomori.

Toshiki Sawada was suggested, and quickly the similari-

ties between Nash’s and Sawada’s careers were discovered.

Both 46, they had each been graphic designers before evolv-

ing into picture book illustrators. Sawada had already col-

laborated on a picture book about Senegal, West Africa, so

he was a natural for another international exchange. Both

are musical, have whimsical styles and endless curiosity.

The match made, Nash traveled with the Maine

Delegation to Aomori in November. His first impressions

of Japan were in his words “complete delight and surprise.

Every artist should visit this magical country.” He was

impressed by the commitment to craft in all aspects of life.

According to Nash, each day visiting with Sawada was a

visual treat, beginning with the Nebuta Festival Museum.

He describes the gigantic 3-D illuminated characters of the

Nebuta floats as “transporting.” He felt he had truly

entered another realm of drawing altogether!

A visit to the “Body Bar” in Aomori City where

Sawada’s artwork adorned the wall was a great way for

Nash to see Sawada’s different styles in play.

Ideas for a story about the two cultures percolated as

Nash and Sawada talked about various foods, traditions,

everyday objects, festivals, folktales and songs.  Inspired by

everything from a traditional Japanese breakfast to the

Shariki Inari Shrine, a storm at the site of the 1889 wreck

of the Maine sailing ship Cheseborough, the Aomori apple

orchards, Mount Iwaki and surrounding landscapes, images

In the Maine governor’s office. left to right: Nancy Gibson-Nash, First Lady Karen Baldacci, Governor John Baldacci, Toshiki Sawada, Aiko Sawada and Scott Nash.



began to appear in Scott’s sketchbook.

In Tokyo, Aiko and Momoko Sawada, Sawada’s daughters

and art students as well, were Nash’s guides at the Ghibli

Museum in Mitaka—another mecca of inspiration.

Nash’s dinner with the Tokyo SCBWI chapter, hosted by

Regional Advisor Holly Thompson, furthered the discussion of

the importance of producing children’s picture books, especially

in the United States, that depict the culture of Japan accurately.

The process is now in incubation. As we write this article,

Sawada  is now visiting Nash in Maine, getting his first impres-

sions of his sister state, beginning with spring blossoms and a

shooting star over Peaks Island.  

The book idea is forming nicely, with the theme developing

organically—almost magically.  By coincidence, Sawada has

written a song that mirrors a story idea that Nash had been

thinking about...so the sketching has begun! Discussions of sto-

ryline and characters including cultural differences and nuance

are continuing.

Following Sawada’s trip to Maine, the process of developing

the story will be documented, ideally via a website. The two

artists are looking forward to producing a book that will bring

the children of their two countries together.

As Sawada said at a reception at the Governor’s Mansion

in Maine, he hopes this collaborative process will set an exam-

ple not only for children in Maine and Japan, but for artists

and children worldwide.
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Nancy Gibson-Nash (w w w . n a n c y g i b s o n n a s h . c o m) i s

a mixed media collage illustrator. Her 3-D pieces include

found objects, beach treasures, paint and paper. Her

work has been published in magazines, children’s publi-

cations, textbooks and for a variety of corporate projects.

A graduate of Connecticut College, she lives on Peaks

Island in Maine. 

Scott Nash, founding partner of S N A P ! and NASH METRO-

P O L I T A N, specializes in branding and creative development of

kid’s products and programming for the entertainment, specialty toy

and children’s book markets. He has illustrated over twenty chil-

dren’s books, including Saturday Night at the Dinosaur Stomp,

Over the Moon, Betsy Who Cried Wolf!, Flat Stanley and most

recently, Hooper Humperdink. ..? Not Him! by Dr. Seuss. ✑

Ideas for a
s t o ry about
the two 
c u l t u res 
p e rcolated 
as Nash and
Sa w a d a
talked about
va r i o u s
foods, 
t r a d i t i o n s ,
e ve ryd a y
objects, 
f e s t i vals and
s o n g s .

Maine First Lady Karen Baldacci and Scott Nash visiting a school in Aomori



W hat are American children reading about

Japan? How is a Japanese-American childhood

represented in Barnes & Noble? Sixty years

after World War II, are we able to move beyond this tumul-

tuous event in the field of Japanese-American children’s liter-

ature? During the past twenty years, Japanese narratives have

become a significant presence on bookshelves around

America. In this article, I will take a look at some of the

works I discovered while walking through a Barnes & Noble

in Naples, Florida. Naples is located in the southwest of

Florida and in recent years has attracted a high-income

retirement community, with a median age of 61. The popu-

lation of school-age children is

mainly Caucasian, Hispanic, and

African-Americans, with a small-

er presence of Asian-American

children. I recently moved to

Naples to assume a teaching

position at the nearby Florida 

Gulf Coast University in Fort 

Myers, Florida.

The most common narra-

tive found is generally related

to World War II and connect-

ed to the internment camps or

the atomic bombings. Eleanor Coerr’s

Sadako and the Thousand Paper Cranes

(1977), a children’s book for ages 8-12, has

earned critical acclaim and commercial suc-

cess. In this story, Hiroshima-born Sadako

falls ill at the age of 11 as a result of the

atomic bomb that was dropped on her city ten years earlier.

Coerr handles this delicate subject with dignity, and in doing

so provides a valuable example of how innocence is imperiled

in wartime situations in 

world history.

Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston and James Houston’s

Farewell to Manzanar (1973), a young adult novel, approach-

es World War II from the delicate angle of a seven year old in

a Manzanar Internment Camp. The authenticity is estab-

lished in the introduction, where Jeanne explains how she

and her family endured three years in that camp. The night of

Pearl Harbor, her father burned all artifacts tying the family

to Japan. With sensitivity and spirit, Jeanne takes the reader

to the internment camp, where searchlight towers and armed

guards could not destroy the inner spirit and determination

of a people.   

Baseball Saved Us (1993), a picture book for young read-

ers by Ken Mochizuki, is a great example of how the intern-

ment camp can translate into an award-winning book. This

book was published in 1993, a

few years after the United

States admitted wrongdoing in

putting Japanese-Americans in

internment camps during

World War II. A young boy

learns to play baseball in an

internment camp, and is

accepted by his friends.   

While many narratives

focus on the World War II

experience of Japanese-

American children, several

stories have a cross-cultural

perspective, including Allen

Say’s Grandfather’s Journey (1993), a picture

book for children ages 4-10. This Caldecott

Award winner tells the story of how

Grandfather immigrated to San Francisco from

Japan as a young man, but eventually returned

to his homeland. It is the story of an immigra-

tion and eventual homecoming by Grandfather,

who never has the opportunity to see San

Francisco after he returns to his native Japan as an old man.

At the end, Say writes, “I think I know my grandfather now. 

I miss him very much.”   

Joanne Oppenheim’s Dear Miss Breed: True Stories of the

Japanese American Incarceration During World War II and a

Librarian Who Made a Difference (2006) presents the story of

a young woman who served as a lifeline to Japanese-American

children during World War II.  To Americans of Japanese

ancestry, December 7, 1941, was indeed a date that will “live

in infamy” as they became immediate enemies of the state,

and later imprisoned by the government. But in San Diego,
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Japan in an American Bookstore : A Visit to a Barnes & Noble
by Suzanna E. Henshon
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California, Clara Breed brought a world of books and ideas to

children at the center of political and social turmoil. This

book is intended for readers in grades 5 and up.

Several novels present Japanese

children in Hawaii and Korea, at the

very center of war and conflict.

Graham Salisbury’s Under the Blood-

Red Sun (1994), a young adult novel,

was an ALA Best Book for

Young Adults and the winner of

the California Young Reader

Medal. Tomikazu was born in

Hawaii, the child of Japanese

parents. He and his friends, the

Rats (a group of 8th grade boys)

play ball and ignore the fact that

the harbor is full of warships.

With the bombing of Pearl

Harbor, Tomi becomes a boy

without a country. Yoko

Kawashima Watkins’ So Far from

the Bamboo Grove (1986), for

children ages 8-12, is a poignant

story of eleven year-old Yoko,

who has lived with her family in

Northern Korea near the border

of China her entire life. When

World War II comes to an end,

Japanese people living in Korea

are in terrible danger. Yoko, her mother and her sister flee

their beautiful house in the bamboo grove. Many books pres-

ent the internment camp perspective, but Watkins presents 

a Japanese family without a country on the other side of 

the globe.

In recent years, the Japanese American perspective has

included a few post World War II narratives, particularly for

young readers. A well-known example is Cynthia Kadohata’s

Kira-Kira (2004), a novel for children ages 8-14, which

received the Newbery Medal last year. Kira-kira means glitter-

ing or shining, and Lynn Takeshima, Katie’s sister, makes

everything glitter. When the family moves from a Japanese

community in Iowa to the Deep South of Georgia, it is Lynn

who explains why people stop and stare at the Japanese

American family. When Lynn becomes ill with lymphoma, it

is Katie who helps the family see kira-kira in the future, even

with the untimely death of her lovely sister.

A walk through a Barnes & Noble in New York City,

Chicago, or San Francisco would probably include a wider

selection. In an evaluation of

the online Barnes & Noble,

there were 1200 listings

when I typed in the key

words, “Japanese children.”

Many of these entries

focused on the World War

II experience, or earlier times

in Japanese history. It seems

there are few stories available

to American children about

modern Japanese children.

Perhaps in the future, we

will expand our horizons

beyond the traditional narra-

tives, and seek a greater

cross-cultural vision.

Suzanna E. Henshon gradu-

ated from William & Mary

with a Ph.D. in May 2005,

and now teaches writing at

Florida Gulf Coast University

in Fort Myers. Her first novel,

Mildew on the Wall, was

published in 2004. She studied overseas in Hokkaido, Japan, in

2000. E-mail suzannahenshon@yahoo.com. ✑

The most
common 
n a r r a t i ve
found is 
generally 
related to
World War II
and 
connected 
to the 
i n t e r n m e n t
camps or 
the atomic 
b o m b i n g s .

© Kiyo Tanaka
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Love in the Library
by Betsy Saffarewich

Ihave the best job in the world! 

Gone are the deadlines of ringing bells and taking atten-

dance. Gone are the report cards and the recess duties.

Gone are the lesson plans and the anecdotal notes. Hello,

part-time librarian job.

Sadly, also gone are the spontaneous hugs and the close

relationships that develop throughout the year in a class-

room. But I have still found love in the library. I have the

pleasure of being the librarian in a small international school

in Japan and get to read to the young classes when they come

to check out a book. I delight in reading them stories. 

The first grade classes come to the library once a week to

hear a story and check out books. They chit-chat as they

stroll in, glance around for new displays and settle onto the

carpet. I settle myself onto a small stool and hold up the

book I am going to read. Energy spills out of their eager eyes.

“Oh, I read that one already!” “I know him, that’s David.”

I introduce the title, the author, and the illustrator and

begin to read. When I pause to show an illustration, they

blurt their thoughts out like Pollock splattering paint. “The

boy is getting older.” “Look, the mouse is there.” “She is

going to spill it, a g a i n!”—fingers pointing at the page.

Some of their young heads glance at their teacher to see if

she is as observant as they. I finish the book, hold the last

picture toward them and wait. A luscious, pregnant silence

follows—I know their growing minds are making sense of

all they heard. 

Then I watch them bounce off the carpet to grab their

books. One boy rushes for Wacky Wednesday even though

he has checked it out three weeks in a row. “Can I have this

book again?” Off they go, vying for the stool that lifts them

to the high shelf where they peruse the Cam Jansen books.

Not that they can read them yet-just that the stool is so

much fun and even greater fun balancing up there with three

other classmates like acrobats in the Cirque de Soleil.

Don’t Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus is so tattered, I need to

order a new copy. 

I watch two friends, wedged together on a chair, reading

in turns from the book they share. One girl lets the book

ease a little in her friends’ direction and orders, “Your turn.”

When her friend finishes the page, she tugs it back a little

and says, “My turn.” Their legs dangle towards the carpet

and flutter now and then in the comfort of their friendship.

Their little fingers underline the words bringing them to life

like a match to kindling. 

Another child has just chosen two nonfiction books.

She turns to me with big brown eyes opened wide, holding

a book in each of her outstretched hands and says, “I read

with a thousand eyes,” and my heart skips a beat. I’m too

stunned to even ask her to tell me more, wondering if she’s

nabbed those words from some Yeats poem or a

Shakespearean sonnet. 

“What’s this word?” another asks. “Curious.” I reply.

“Oh,” she says, closing the book to look at the cover, “like

Curious George.”

The class has discovered Junie

B. Jones books and devours them

like a box of chocolates. “Just one

more.” “Maybe I will try a differ-

ent one this time. Are there any

left?” “What does B stand for?”

“Beatrice. It’s her middle name,”

their teacher answers and the little

girl just keeps on reading. I actual-

ly checked the recommended read-

ing level for that series and there it

was. Middle grades. What does

that mean? These first graders

can’t get enough of that rambunc-

tious kindergartener.

I see one boy reading at a table

and sit down beside him just to listen. “This is the snake that

dropped from a branch and swallowed the fish that swam

after the frog that was under the fly that climbed (klim-bed)

out of the water. How did the frog get away? Jump, frog,

Jump.” I am enthralled. This boy is so tiny it seems as if it

should be illegal for him to be able to read already. 

I have heard them chanting in the hall as they pass from

PE class back to homeroom-a spontaneous reciting of Tacky

the Penguin’s efforts at a cheer, “1-2-3 left, 1-2-3 right”—

the words from the latest book I read to them. I smile-happy

that they take the literature into other hallways of their lives. 

“Where’s that book with the blue cover?” a petite, shy

first grader asks. “I can’t help you with that one unless you

I get to
watch the
learning-
to-read
miracle
happen. 



tell me more about the story,” I say. Nor can I help in the

search for the tall book, or the short book, the yellow book,

or the green one, but I can help them find a book I love and

maybe one they will love.

I get to watch the learning-to-read miracle happen. I get

to watch children enjoy books and the beautiful stories with-

in. I get to hear them stumble and stutter over new words. I

get to see them wander through illustrations of dreams they

have not yet had. 

I love what I do. The next best job...full-time librarian.
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Denise Brunkus, Random House, 1998.

Rey, H.A., Curious George Takes a Job, Houghton Mifflin, 1947.

Saunders-Smith, Gail Clouds. Pebble Books, 1998.

Shannon, David, David Gets in Trouble. Blue Sky Press, 2002.

Wells, Rosemary, Timothy Goes to School, Viking, 2000.

Willems, Mo, Don’t Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus! Hyperion Books for

Children, 2003.

Wood, Douglas, Grandad’s Prayers of the Earth. Illustrated by P.J.

Lynch, Candlewick Press, 1999.

Betsy Saffarewich is a part-time librarian at Fukuoka

International School, in Fukuoka, Japan. She has taught

grades two through ten in her twenty-five years of internation-

al teaching. Japan is the sixth country in which she and her

husband have lived. Betsy spends summers in Sunapee, New

Hampshire, in New England where she is most happy tending

her garden. ✑
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© John Shelley, from the Bella Baxter books by Jane B. Mason and Sarah

Hines Stephens



crayonhouse is an organic restau-

rant and market,  parents’ book-

store, children’s bookstore and toy

store all rolled into one in

Omotesando, Tokyo. The chil-

dren’s bookstore is located on the

first floor and contains some

50,000 titles. Unfortunately for

those looking for English books,

titles are mainly in Japanese. If you

seek Japanese children’s books

however, the selection is extensive.

There is a huge range of picture

books, as well as books for middle

readers and young adults, with

none of the manga found in the

usual books stores. The books

include both original Japanese and

translated titles. There is also a

selection of kamishibai story cards

(only in Japanese), and you can

purchase the kamishibai stage here.

The foreign books section can

be found along one wall, and con-

sists mainly of hardcover English

picture books. There are probably

around 1,000 titles here, with a

few books for early readers (such as

Amelia Bedelia), some books with

tapes, and a selection of Little

Golden Books. The range of books

for older readers is very limited,

and consists of around fifty titles

(including such books as Heidi,

Harry Potter and Lord of the

Rings). Picture books are the

focus, and there is a broad range of

authors and ages covered here.

There are some Japanese translated

titles, including traditional folk

tales, and also a small selection of

French and German titles.

crayonhouse has a welcoming

and “kid friendly” atmosphere.

The bookstore is light and bright,

and there are several tables set up

for parents and children to peruse

the books. This atmosphere con-

tinues throughout the store, and

there are always many children

around, enjoying the books, as well

as the play areas in the second

floor toy store. The staff members

are all Japanese and have limited

English abilities, but they are

friendly and try to help as much as

p o s s i b l e .

crayonhouse is conveniently

located, just off Omotesando Dori,

and is well worth a visit, especially

if you are looking for Japanese

titles or want to see what is avail-

able on the Japanese market.

crayonhouse 

www.crayonhouse.co.jp

Kita Aoyama 3-8-15, 

Minato-ku, Tokyo

Telephone: 03-3406-6308

Hours: 11:00-19:00, 

open everyday

Access: From Omotesando Subway

Station’s Exit A1, walk away from

Omotesando crossing and make a

left just before the first pedestrian

bridge (at the CitiBank). crayon-

house is about 100 meters down 

on your left.  See the shop informa-

tion section of the website for a

map in Japanese.

Joanna Meck, SCBWI Tokyo

Publicity Assistant, has a background

in education and a keen interest in

children’s literacy. She has taught in

Australia and in international

preschools in Tokyo and California.
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Children’s Bookstore: crayonhouse
by Joanna Meck



Story Tales Luncheon 

January 21, 2006

SCBWI Tokyo and the Association of Professional Librarians

(APL) Tokyo teamed up to present a luncheon featuring

SCBWI Tokyo authors and illustrators—Kiyo Tanaka, John

Shelley, Naomi Kojima, Takashi Oda and Holly Thompson—

who shared their work and discussed creative ways to explore

books in classroom and library settings. Despite the heavy

snow that fell in the Tokyo area throughout that day, area

librarians and SCBWI members gathered at Italian Trattoria

Piatto Piatto in Roppongi. 

After the multi-course Italian lunch, SCBWI authors and

illustrators presented their work, books were passed around,

processes for book creation shared, and questions went back

and forth in both directions from librarians to authors and

illustrators, and vice versa (see the Books page of

www.scbwi.jp for more details of these authors’ and illustra-

tors’ books). Both sides felt it was an informative event and

hope to have another such exchange in the future. Librarians

from Tokyo area international schools, from the Tokyo

American Club and from one university attended. 

The Magic of Kamishibai 

February 11, 2006

At the SCBWI Tokyo Magic of Kamishibai event, E t s u k o

N o z a k a, supervisor of the International Kamishibai Association

of Japan (IKAJA) and prolific children’s book translator,

together with Kyoko Sakai, president of Doshinsha Publishing,

gave a comprehensive introduction to the traditional Japanese

story form of kamishibai that included several performances.

They began by discussing the differences between picture

books and kamishibai, and emphasized the power of

kamishibai to create a magical shared world for children.

Demonstrating the use of the kamishibai stage, they stressed its

importance for focusing the children’s attention and creating

the appropriate warm atmosphere for telling stories with

kamishibai. 

Sakai and Nozaka showed the best ways to slide the picture

cards for maximum effect, demonstrated basic techniques

using several types of stories, and stressed the importance of

the kamishibai performer in terms of position relative to the

stage. The history of kamishibai and its beginnings in 1930, as

well as the various metamorphoses leading to its current highly

valued position as an educational storytelling tool, were also

covered. They showed samples of early kamishibai cards and

compared these with current styles. Sakai explained that the

usual first print run for a kamishibai story is about 3,000

copies, lower than that for a picture book. She also explained

that illustrations for kamishibai must necessarily be bolder and

simpler than those for a picture book since they are seen from a

distance. For more information in English about kamishibai

visit the IKAJA website at w w w . g e o c i t i e s . j p / k a m i s h i b a i /

index-e.html. The newsletter, available for a small fee, has

much helpful information for those interested in exploring fur-

ther the magic of kamishibai. Also have a look at Doshinsha’s

kamishibai page-in Japanese (w w w . d o s h i n s h a . c o . j p /

k a m i s h i b a i . h t m l)

Saturday Morning Publisher Talk with John Moore

March 4, 2006

John Moore, president of R.I.C. Publications Asia, gave a pres

entation packed with helpful insider information gleaned from

years of experience publishing for both the domestic and inter-

national markets. R.I.C. Publications Asia is the result of

Moore’s frustration with what he perceives as Japanese publish-

ers’ reluctance to actively and effectively promote their chil-

dren’s books overseas. With the goal of bringing the best of
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Kyoko Sakai performs kamishibai (right) as Etsuko Nozaka explains card sliding technique.

Illustrators Takashi Oda and Naomi Kojima with Oda’s dinosaur book

Event Wrap-Ups by Holly Thompson
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Japan to the overseas world, he started R.I.C. Asia, an affiliate

of an Australian publisher. Currently R.I.C. Asia serves three

main roles as an importer of educational books, a publisher of

picture books and a translation company for Japanese book

publishers. Saturday’s talk focused on the R.I.C. Story Chest

picture books (see w w w . r i c p u b l i c a t i o n s . c o m). 

Moore elaborated with great humor on some of the unique

joys and headaches of dealing with publishers from many dif-

ferent cultures and gave examples of the pleasures of working

with authors and publishers who are flexible. Japanese picture

books that Moore targets are those that have appealing illustra-

tions with a degree of charm, that have a strong story line and

that have an impressive sales history in Japan. If a book meets

all three criteria, it is a prime candidate for Moore trying to

secure rights for an edition to be sold overseas. A translator is

then chosen, design matters are sorted out, and because each

R.I.C. picture book also contains a CD, audio must also be

prepared, often with music. 

In addition to getting Japanese picture book titles overseas,

Moore now plans to bring overseas books into Japan. He is also

taking on original titles as well as translated titles now, and is

very interested in working with Japan-based children’s authors

and illustrators. The talk was spiced with details and anecdotes,

full of telling statistics and industry information, countless help-

ful tips for writers and illustrators and lively discussion.

Manuscript and Illustration Exchange 

April 23, 2006

The third SCBWI Tokyo Manuscript and Illustration

Exchange was held at Sonoma Restaurant in Shibuya. Sonoma

kindly gave SCBWI Tokyo the space for several hours of quiet

deliberation on a Sunday afternoon before the restaurant

opened for the evening. With a full house of dedicated writers

and illustrators it turned out to be a long and in-depth discus-

sion. Participants shared their work and offered others con-

structive feedback for how to improve and further develop or

market the manuscripts or dummies. Impressively solid,

thoughtful advice was shared, hopefully serving as inspiration

for all. 

Although at this exchange the emphasis was largely on pic-

ture book dummies, with less showing of work for chapter books

or novels, there was an amazing variety of quality work on show.

From full color comical stories for young children to folk tales

and longer, sensitive work for an older readership, the full gamut

of the picture book genre was up for critique and discussion.

So involved was the critique session that it stretched on

from 3 p.m. through dinner at the restaurant until 9.30 in the

evening. Future sessions of these exchanges may be broken

down into groups by genre so that more work can be discussed

in several hours. 

Allen Say’s Accidental Career 

May 14, 2006

Caldecott Medalist Allen Say

spoke about his accidental

career as author/illustrator to

a gathering of SCBWI Tokyo

writers and illustrators, librar-

ians, educators, students and

fans. In Japan for research on

two new picture books and

kamishibai events, Say began

by describing a difficult child-

hood during the war years.

Say was born in Yokohama in

1937 to a Japanese American

mother and Korean father raised by a British family in

Shanghai. During the war Say lived in Yamaguchi, then moved

to Sasebo and ultimately after the war landed with a grand-

mother in Tokyo he strongly disliked. One day she said that if

he could pass the entrance exams for Aoyama Gakuin middle

school, he could live in an apartment on his own. Determined,

Say studied for what he said was the first time in his life, and

when he was admitted to the school, his grandmother kept her

word, enabling him to live alone from the age of 12. One day he

knocked on the door of cartoonist Shinpei Noro, leading Say to

Publisher John Moore discusses R.I.C. Story Chest picture books

Allen Say discusses the creative
process for his picture books.
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a life-changing experience as Noro’s apprentice. Say believes that

that much of his art training came from those four years.  

Say explained that in early adulthood, he illustrated several

books, then virtually gave up illustrating for a successful career

as a commercial photographer. Walter Lorraine, editor at

Houghton Mifflin, pulled him back into the field with the

offer to illustrate Boy of the Three Year Nap. Lorraine then

offered Say a deal he couldn’t refuse; if Say would publish

exclusively with Lorraine, Say would be allowed complete free-

dom in artwork and book content. Another life-changing

opportunity followed when Scholastic offered him a huge

advance for Tree of Cranes. With that, Say was able to drop

everything else and take as much time as he needed to create

his books. Say’s often autobiographical picture books tackle

social and personal conflicts, many within intercultural con-

texts including the poignant 1994 Caldecott Medal winner

Grandfather’s Journey. Home of the Brave approaches the

internment of Japanese Americans through a dream sequence;

Music for Alice is about a Japanese American woman whose

desire to dance is deferred due to internment and forced relo-

cation; Tea with Milk depicts a westernized Japanese woman’s

search for her identity in Japan, and the recent K a m i s h i b a i

M a n is about a kamishibai storyteller.  

Say showed slides of scenes and people that have inspired

his work, including a Dorothea Lange photograph, from which

he “lifted” two children for Home of the Brave, photos of early

kamishibai performances like those Say experienced himself in

pre- and post-war Japan, and a photo of an old bridge featured

in Kamishibai Man. Say stressed the importance of careful

research and said he uses his camera extensively. Also included

were shots of simple sketches for book scenes, a sequence

showing the gradual development of one scene in K a m i s h i b a i

M a n, his studio with an area for book work and an area for

painting, and many shots of his cat Tofu. 

Recently Say has been preparing for an exhibit to be held

June to October 2007 at the Eric Carle Museum of Picture

Book Art in Amherst, Massachusetts (w w w . p i c t u r e b o o k a r t .

o r g), so besides working on new picture books with watercolor

illustrations, Say has been painting with oils for the first time

in years. Say said he doesn’t realize the implication of what he’s

doing when he is doing it, but that inspiration comes from see-

ing what is happening on paper. Say’s advice to authors and

illustrators is not to start out with a message to tell.  Instead, he

says, “Write from your innermost self; if you do this, it then

becomes universal.”

Networking Night for Authors and Illustrators 

June 16, 2006

On a Friday evening in June, SCBWI Tokyo held a

Networking Night for Authors and Illustrators at the Pink

Cow in Shibuya, a popular Tokyo venue for arts related events.

Over thirty participants enjoyed the Pink Cow’s dinner buffet

and drinks, mingled, and shared writing and illustrating tales.

Many swapped portfolios, picture book dummies and books

and shared suggestions and advice. A number of familiar

SCBWI Tokyo members were present, and it was a great pleas-

ure to see so many new faces of people for whom this was their

first SCBWI event.  

In addition to illustrators, designers, and writers for all age

levels, several editors attended and were able to immediately

connect with illustrators and writers. We were also joined by

U.K. writer Ruth Symes on her first visit to Japan. 

Participants expressed gratitude for the opportunity to

meet other creative people in a friendly and casual environ-

ment. Hopefully many of the participants will attend more

SCBWI Tokyo events in the future and help shape the chap-

ter into a lively and vibrant organization that serves all who

share an interest in creating children’s literature. The evening

certainly lived up to its billing and served as a great opportu-

nity for Tokyo area writers and illustrators to network.  

Holly Thompson is the author of the novel Ash (Stone Bridge

Press; w w w . s t o n e b r i d g e . c o m / a s h / W o r l d O f A s h) set in

Kyoto and Kagoshima and is Regional Advisor of SCBWI

Tokyo. She teaches creative writing and EFL at Yokohama

City University.   ✑

Allen Say, center, with SCBWI Tokyo members (L to R) Holly Thompson, John
Shelley, Mariko Nagai, Rose Hoger, Naomi Kojima and Keiko Okamoto
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Annie Donwerth Chikamatsu’s story

“Peace Birds” appeared in the Jan/Feb

2006 issue of Skipping Stones, a

Multicultural Magazine. Her article,

“The Reading Circle”, will appear in an

upcoming issue of Bilingual Family

Newsletter. Her picture book manu-

script, A Midsummer Visit has been

accepted by Makiand.

Naomi Kojima’s picture book Utau

Shijimi will be published in English by

Kane/Miller this fall as Singing Shijimi

Clams. Illustrations from Kojima’s

Alphabet Ehon and Utau Shijimi are

featured in Ehon no Tanoshisa

Itadakimasu—An Exhibition of

Original Art Work by Nine Japanese

Picture Book Author/Illustrators tour-

ing Japan May 2006-May 2007 and

next at Okuda Gensou Sayume

Museum, Miyoshi-shi, Hiroshima-ken,

mid-July-August (contact Medialynx,

www.medialynx.co.jp/mediahp/index.

htm). Illustrations from The Christmas

Song Book will be at Chiisana Ehon

Bijutsukan, in Okaya-shi, Nagano-ken,

November 3-December 10

(http://park17.wakwak.com/~little-

museum/). Kojima is a participating

illustrator in the annual exhibition

organized by Gallery Malle (http://g-

forum.com/ main/) 100 Illustrators—

A Wish for World Peace, at Gallery

Malle, Ebisu, Tokyo, June 20-June 25;

Nagasaki Peace Museum, July 1-July

16; Gallery Nuku, Nuku, Saitamaken,

July20-July30.

Mariko Nagai recently spent a

month at the Tasmanian Writers’

Centre as one of nine 2006 recipients

in the Island of Residencies program.

She spent the time working on a new

YA novel.

John Shelley illustrated volumes 2

and 3 of the Japanese edition of Jenny

Nimmo’s “Charlie Bone” novels,

released earlier this spring by Tokuma

Shoten. Illustrations are in black and

white, and the titles are Toki o Koeru

Nana Shoku no Tama (The Time

Twister) and Sora Iro no Hebi no

Himitsu (The Blue Boa). John is cur-

rently working on illustrations for the

picture book The Boat in the Tree by

Tim Wynn-Jones, for U.S. publisher

Front Street.

Patty Christiena Willis has been

commissioned by Jushinsha Press

(which published a translation of her

book Village above the Stars in 2005)

to write and illustrate a new book that

will come out in the fall. Also inspired

by the mountain village where she lives

in Ishikawa Prefecture, the book will

contain an audio CD of original koto

music by Mary Lou Prince. 

Yoko Yoshizawa has published a

West African folktale Ogui Hyotan

(The Magic Pumpkin) with

Fukuinkan Shoten, as one of the 30

folktales published to commemorate

the publisher’s 50th anniversary in

2005. A Thai folktale Samli Got Back

the Beans (The Boy, the Crow and the

Beans) also retold by Yoshizawa will

be published as the November 2006

issue of Kodomo no Tomo monthly

picture books.

The Society of Writers, Editors and

Translators (SWET) features monthly

guest speaker events in Tokyo; there

is also a Kansai branch. For details

visit w w w . s w e t . j p .

RBR New Center for Creative Arts

offers creative art workshops. For

more information see www.rbr-

art.com or stop by RBR, 1-5-15 Moto

Azabu, Minato-ku, Tokyo (tel. 03-

5 4 7 5 - 6 1 7 1 ) .

The International Library of

Children’s Literature’s exhibit

Children’s Books from Germany r u n s

through July 2, 2006. The library is at

12-49 Ueno Park, Taito-ku, Tokyo

(w w w . k o d o m o . g o . j p). 

Ginza Kyobunkwan, Narnia Book

S t o r e (4-5-1 Ginza, Chuo-ku, Tokyo,

tel. 03-3563-0730

narnia@kyobunkwan. co.jp) features

author Toshiko Kanzawa and illustra-

tions from her book Shika yo, O r e n o

Kyoudai yo, June 2-25. June 27-July

13 the Narnia Gallery presents Peter

Spier’s illustrations from Rain.  July

15-August 31 features the work of

Masayuki Yabuuchi, well-known flora

and fauna picture book illustrator.

July 22-August 13 the Wainwright

Hall Gallery features the exhibition

Dinosaurs by Mitsuo Kurokawa.

Crayon House Summer School 2006

is a 3-day seminar featuring picture

book authors and illustrators

(w w w . c r a y o n h o u s e . c o . j p / h o m e /

s u m m e r s c h o o l 0 6 . h t m l) at Sunshine

City Prince Hotel, Ikebukuro, Tokyo,

August 5-7 in Japanese. 

SCBWI Tokyo Member News Bulletin Board

© John Shelley



The 30th World Congress of the

International Board on Books for

Young People (IBBY) will be held

in Macau (a change from Beijing)

September 20-24. Visit

www.cbby.org for details.

The Itabashi Art Museum

(www.city. itabashi. tokyo.jp/art/

index -e.html) in Akatsuka,

Itabashi-ku, Tokyo, displays the

2006 Bologna Illustrators

Exhibition from July 8-August 13,

2006.  The exhibition will then

travel to the Otani Memorial Art

Museum, Nishinomiya City,

Hyogo, August 19-September 24;

Y o k k a i chi Municipal Museum,

Mie, September 30-October 29;

Ishikawa Nanao Art Museum,

Ishikawa, November 3-December

3; and Nagashima Museum,

Kagoshima, December 9, 2006-

January 7, 2007. The Itabashi Art

Museum will also hold a number of

talks, workshops and events related

to the exhibition in July and

August in Japanese.

The Tokyo International Book Fair

2 0 0 6 (w w w . b o o k f a i r . j p / e n g l i s h) 

will be held July 6 – July 9 at

Tokyo Big Sight in Ariake, Koto-ku,

Tokyo.   ✑

SCBWI Tokyo
Upcoming Events

July
Saturday, July 8, 2006

Be Cruel to your Characters: A Writing

Workshop on Plot with Chris Eboch  

September
Sunday, September 10, 2006 

The Bologna Illustrators Exhibition:

An Information Session with Kiyoko

Matsuoka, Curator of the Itabashi Art

Museum and Ayano Imai, Illustrator

Visit www.scbwi.jp for details on these

and other SCBWI Tokyo events.   ✑
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■ ABOUT SCBWI TOKYO

SCBWI Tokyo, the Tokyo

regional chapter of The Society of

Children’s Book Writers and

Illustrators, offers support, infor-

mation and community to illus-

trators and writers of children’s

and young adult literature in

J a p a n .

Holly Thompson is Regional

Advisor and John Shelley i s

Assistant Regional Advisor and

Illustrator Coordinator.  The

SCBWI Tokyo Advisory

Committee consists of N a o m i

K o j i m a, Japan Liaison; K e i k o

O k a m o t o, Treasurer; Joanna Meck,

Publicity Assistant; Mariko Nagai,

Events Assistant; and Rose Hoger,

International Schools Liaison.  

■ W E B S I T E

The SCBWI website

www.scbwi.jp features informa-

tion about SCBWI Tokyo, an

online gallery, a speaker directory,

a member books section, FAQs, a

volunteer page, listserv informa-

tion, useful links for writers and

illustrators, announcements of

upcoming SCBWI Tokyo events,

and this newsletter. Bookmark the

site and come back again and

again! 

■ V O L U N T E E R S

SCBWI Tokyo is run by volun-

teers and always needs your help!

Volunteers make SCBWI Tokyo

an important and vibrant chapter

of SCBWI. Volunteers can help

in many ways: with their time at

actual events, by helping to plan

events, by assisting with transla-

tion, and by writing articles or

conducting interviews for the

SCBWI Tokyo Newsletter Carp

Tales. 

For further information on

SCBWI Tokyo contact

i n f o @ s c b w i . j p .

■ SCBWI TOKYO LISTSERV

SCBWI Tokyo maintains an

English-language Listserv (e-mail

group). Participants are able to

join a network that links members

and supporters of SCBWI across

Japan in an active online commu-

nity. Members of the listserv

receive up to date information on

SCBWI Tokyo and announce-

ments of events as well as share

news relating to writing, illustrat-

ing and publishing for children.

Everyone is welcome to post com-

ments and questions of interest to

the SCBWI Tokyo community.

Membership in the listserv is open

to both members and non-mem-

bers of SCBWI. For details e-mail

info@scbwi.jp. 

■ SCBWI TOKYO ONLINE 

CRITIQUE GROUP

SCBWI Tokyo writer members

are welcome to join the SCBWI

Tokyo Online Critique Group.

Critique groups provide support,

encouragement, motivation and

marketing suggestions. The

SCBWI Tokyo Online Critique

Group is for SCBWI Tokyo

members who are serious writers

and writer/illustrators working on

children’s or young adult litera-

ture who would like to share their

work with other writers for con-

structive feedback online. At this

time all manuscripts must be

posted in English, however a

Japanese language critique group

may open soon. SCBWI Tokyo

members interested in joining

should contact i n f o @ s c b w i . j p.  

SCBWI Tokyo Membership

■ M E M B E R S H I P

Membership in SCBWI Tokyo is

included in general SCBWI mem-

bership. To join SCBWI, visit the

main SCBWI website at

w w w . s c b w i . o r g and click on

About SCBWI. Payment can be

made online, by post with a U.S.

bank-drawn check or by post with

an International Postal Money

Order. Benefits of SCBWI mem-

bership include eligibility for

grants, free posting of illustrations

and publicity of published books

on the SCBWI Tokyo website

(w w w . s c b w i . j p), discounted

admission to all SCBWI events

and conferences and more.

■ C O N T A C T

Write to info@scbwi.jp for more

information about SCBWI

T o k y o . ✑


